THIS CAR MOUNT USES HIGH PERFORMANCE 3M® VHB® FOAM ADHESIVE. FOR BEST RESULTS, FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.

CAR MOUNT COMPONENTS SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN ROOM TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS (60°F [16°C] OR HIGHER).

METALLIC DISC INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

THE SMALLER METALLIC PHONE DISC CAN BE ADHERED DIRECTLY TO THE BACK OF MOST PHONES AND HARD CASES. IT CAN ALSO BE INSTALLED UNDER THE PHONE BACK COVER OF SOME PHONES. IN THIS CASE, PRIOR TO USE THE MOUNT, PLEASE TEST WHETHER THE FIXATION IS STRONG ENOUGH TO HOLD YOUR PHONE IN MOVE.

THE BIGGER METALLIC TABLET DISC CAN BE ADHERED DIRECTLY TO THE BACK OF TABLETS WITH DISPLAY UNDER 8 INCH AND WEIGHT UNDER 0.7 POUNDS.

1. CLEAN THE BACK OF THE PHONE/TABLET/CASE WITH THE ENCLOSED ALCOHOL PAD. LET DRY. DO NOT USE HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS.
2. REMOVE THE ADHESIVE BACKING FROM THE METALLIC DISC.
3. POSITION THE METALLIC DISC IN THE CENTER OF THE BACK OF THE DEVICE AND FIRMLY PRESS INTO PLACE.
4. WAIT ONE HOUR AFTER APPLICATION FOR SUFFICIENT CURE.
5. DISCS (AND THE MAGNETIC SOCKET) ARE COVERED WITH A TRANSPARENT PROTECTIVE FILM. PEEL IT OFF NOW OR LATER.

DASH BALL MOUNT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. BEFORE REMOVING ADHESIVE BACKING, TEST THE POSITION OF THE DASH BALL MOUNT IN A FEW DIFFERENT PLACES ON DASH. FOR BEST RESULTS, TEST WITH PHONE ATTACHED TO DASH BALL MOUNT TO CHOOSE LOCATION.
2. THE DASH BALL MOUNT SHOULD BE INSTALLED ONTO A HARD SMOOTH SURFACE SUCH AS HARD PLASTIC, METAL, GLASS OR WOOD VENEER.
3. PEEL THE ADHESIVE BACKING FROM THE DASH BALL MOUNT AND PRESS FIRMLY INTO PLACE FOR 5 SECONDS.
4. WAIT 24 HOURS BEFORE APPLYING DEVICE AND MAGNET TO DASH BALL MOUNT TO ALLOW SUFFICIENT CURE TIME FOR ADHESIVE.

ONCE SURFACES ARE CLEAN AND ADHESIVE HAS BEEN REINSTALLED, PLEASE REFER BACK TO STEP 1 OF THE METALLIC PHONE DISC INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND PROCEED THROUGH ALL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.

MAGNET WARNING – PLEASE READ

THIS MOUNT CONTAINS A STRONG MAGNET. THE MAGNET WILL NOT DAMAGE PHONES OR TABLETS WITH SOLID STATE HARD DRIVES (INCLUDING IPHONES, IPADS, ETC.) AS APPLE HAS SHOWN WITH THE IPAD SMARTCOVERS.

HOWEVER, MAGNETS CAN DAMAGE SENSITIVE OBJECTS INCLUDING PACEMAKERS, COMPUTER HARD-DRIVES, FLOPPY DISKS, CREDIT CARDS, MAGNETIC I.D. CARDS, CASSETTE TAPES, VIDEO TAPES AND OTHER SIMILAR ITEMS. CERTAIN TELEVISIONS, VCRS, COMPUTER MONITORS AND OTHER CRT DISPLAYS MAY ALSO BE AFFECTED. CAW.CAR ACCESSORIES ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE TO SUCH OBJECTS.